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If you are looking for a game characterized by lushly colored exotic

environments and off-beat humor look no further then Viva Pinata. Created by Rare

and published by Microsoft Game Studios on November 9, 2006, Viva Piñata is a

simulation game where the player creates a garden to raise piñatas in. It is

identified as a Life-Simulation game where the player controls or lives with one or

more artificial life forms. It focuses on the following relationships: The player with the

pinatas, the player with the environment, the pinatas with each other, and the pinatas

with the environment. The player has to morph the garden to create an environment

suitable to the needs of the various types of pinatas. The core mechanic for this

game is building and collecting. The player must build their garden and collect a

variety of pinatas, plants, ect.

The goal of the game is focused on gradually developing a garden from a

barren patch of land into a lush jungle of life. Developing the garden allows the

player to unlock new content and progress in the game. Another secondary focus in

the game is to enable the player to utilize the garden as a means of creativity and

free expression. The design of the game encourages this, but does not require it of

the players to progress.

A primary mechanic in Viva Pinata is resource managment. This includes

managing the game currency (chocolate coins), buying and selling objects in the

game, managing piñatas, managing the seeds and plants, managing food and also

managing the land itself. This second primary mechanic is manipulating the

environment. This includes using the shovel to create soil, digging ponds, cutting



grass and trees, digging holes for seeds and constructing buildings and garden

accessories. The size limit of the garden forces the player to think creatively on

where the player should place certain objects. All of this affects which piñatas are

attracted to the player’s garden. Once the player gets piñatas, the last primary

mechanic is to bread piñatas. This is to create more piñatas and manage their

numbers to prevent overpopulation of the garden.

The secondary mechanics are accessorizing piñatas, increasing values of

goods and purchasing helpers. Increasing values of goods includes sending piñatas

to piñata parties, fertilizing the plants and crafting better accessories. The player can

hire a Weedling who pulls out weeds, a Sprinkling who water plants, a Gatherling

who collects fruits and sells them automatically, a Watchling who protects your

garden from unwanted beings and more. This allows the player to minimize the

amount of micromanagement required to play the game. The player does not need

to do it, but hiring helpers will free the player from certain repetitive tasks enabling

them to focus on making creative choices about the structure of the garden.

On top of this, Viva Pinata contains a secondary mechanic providing the

players with limited online multiplayer functionality. Players can send gifts to one

another containing items or pinatas. This encourages players to diversify their

garden. The game also provides the player with a journal. The background story of

the viva pinata world is gradually revealed to the player through the journal

throughout the game. Viva Pinata is a highly focused game, it does not contain

many extraneous secondary mechanics. The majority of the gameplay systems are

entirely focused on the core of the game.

Progression in Viva Pinata is on a nodal path. When the player successfully

improves their garden by accquiring a new pinata, creating a new building, or other

actions the player is rewarded with experience points dramatized as petals on a



flower. When the player receives enough petals the players gardening level will

improve. As the players level improves the player receives new and better abilities

along with access to previously locked features (i.e. Shops). The max level the

player can get to is 108. Another means of progression in Viva Pinata is the

achievement system. Completing certain tasks will provide the player with an

“achievement”. This has no gameplay effect, it merely effects the fiction of the game

by playing a fun video granting positive feedback for accomplishing the task and

encouraging the players to continue progressing. Once the player reaches the end

of progression the game does not end. Viva Pinata does not terminate like a

traditional game. It simply allows players to keep managing and devloping there

garden, maintaining its abstract simulation focus.

Viva Pinata provides powerful choices to the player to navigate through its

mechanics. This is because the player's choices do more then simply continue or

halt the players progress. Since many pinatas need mutually exclusive

environments, the game allows the players to specialize in certain types of

environments with certain types of pinata. This adds replayability, the player can

create multiple gardens and take them in different directions. More specifically, the

player choose what resources to allocate where in the garden and when, what goods

and services to purchase, how to arfully arrange the garden, and choose how to

morph the garden to attract certain pinatas.

At the beginning of the game the player is given access to two basic tools,

the shovel and grass seed. Utilizing the tools the player can make their garden any

combination of barren and grassy landscaping. As the game progresses this system

become much more sophisticated, allowing for more variety in the gardens

environment. The player can create areas of water, various types of plants, tall or

short grass, fountains, birdfeeders, and more. These choices allow the player to

determine the look and feel of their garden in increasingly sophisticated ways as



more features are unlocked. For a garden to attract certain pinatas it must contain

enough of certain environment types, along with certain garden accessories. The

player has a very limited space to do all this, meaing the player will eventually need

to make a concious choice to focus on attracting certain types of pinatas and plants.

Goods and other services cost money and the player needs to decide what

is valuable enough to be worth buying. Chocolate coins are an important resource

that the player needs to collect by selling items the garden produces from plant

seeds to pinatas. Homes, foods, garden accessories and various plants cost

chocolate coins and there is a subtle upkeep cost for the pinatas. There is also a

beggar named Igor that the player can give money to. Igor can be a valuble asset if

the player gives him enough chocolate coins.

The game limits the player to a set amount of space for their garden,

preventing them from endlessly expanding and possessing all species of pinatas. In

order for the player to make the pinatas mate he or she must meet certain

environmental conditions based upon the pinata type in question. If the garden is

overloaded with pinatas, it warns the player that the pinatas will no longer romance.

Various species of pinatas will interact differently with each other, from a friendly

attitude to a hostile disposition. The progression of time in Viva Pinata effects the

properties of many game objects in the garden, such as the growth of a plant.

Plants will go through a full life cycle and will die if not watered or taken care of.

Upon death plants will usually disperse seeds.

Viva Pinata succeeds on many levels. The simulation of the garden feels

dynamic and engaging. The art style supports the goofy atmosphere that draws

casual and young players into the world. Zany and comedic characters are

entertaining to interact with giving the game more personality. Some of these

characters undertake activities that would go over the heads of most children, but



adds something for more adult gamers to appreciate. Even the menial tasks of the

garden did not drag due to their repetitiveness. It keeps one engaged in watching

their garden grow and expand. One of the greatest accomplishments of the game is

its very focused nature. Many modern games on the market today are saturated in

kitchen sink design causing them to lost their potency. Viva Pinata knows exactly

what it wants to convey and does not deviate from that.

Despite the many positive aspects, there are still flaws with the design. A

major downside is the lack of meaningful multiplayer support. The game also fails to

create a strong sense of bond between the player and the individual pinatas. The

turnover rate of the pinatas is so fast they all become mere numbers in the abstract

system. The games lets the player name pinatas, but this mechanic feels

extraneous considering the player procures such a large number of pinatas and so

many are destroyed. This diminishes the meaning of the interaction between player

and pinata.

The controls of the game are extremely intuitive, and takes you through

learning them at a good pace. Despite this, the game fails to make the process of

learning the mechanics fun. Every time a new mechanic was introduced the game

would throw a wall of text at the player explaining how to use it rather then having

the game world itself teach the player. The walls of text are distracting and they

disconnect the player from the experience. Despite these flaws, Viva Pinata is both

a fun and expressive game. It is a worthwhile experience that manages to utilize a

gameplay style not seen very often.


